Protection Cluster Meeting Minutes
23 December 2020
Minutes
Participating Organizations: FAMOD, Translators Without Borders, UNFPA, GenCap, UNHCR, UNICEF, IOM, Help Age, World Food Programme
Co-hosts: GBV AoR, CP AoR and Disability WG

Agenda Point

Discussions

1. Introduction by National
Protection Cluster
Coordinator

National Protection Cluster Coordinator introduced:
§ Hugo Reichenberger – reichenb@unhcr.org – WhatsApp: +436767382227

2. Update by Cabo Delgado
Protection Custer
Coordinator

•
•

•

•

Action points

Resettlement of IDPs to permanent sites: The authorities continue to move
some families to some sites – mostly to Anjua B.
New Sites proposed by the Government: a joint multi-sectorial assessment
was done during the week before the movement of some 300 families to
Naminaue (Metuge). On the same day there was an assessment to a larger
site, also in Metuge. In this site, there were concerns that will be assessed
and reported accordingly.
New sites have minimum standards: However, families continue to be
moved into sites that do not contain minimum standards in terms of
protection services (access to water, sanitation and food distribution,
accessibility issues, family separation etc…). This has led to some tensions
between host and IDPs in Ingalane site (Metuge), Ancuabe and Montepuez.
Protection Cluster has also received reports of families that have returned
and/or left the sites into which they were relocated – such as Anjua B – it is
unknow to where the families went but it is possible that they have
returned to Pemba. This is also an indication that the humanitarian
community should start supporting urban IDPs.
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•

•
3. Child Protection AoR
Updates

§

§

§

4. GBV AoR Updates

§

Mission to Negumano: A multi-sectoral mission traveled to Negumano to
assess and support the families that had been refouled from Tanzania. We
have learnt from the IDPs that there has been a systematic process to
identify, detain and return asylum seekers from Tanzania. The majority of
the families that were interviewed by the Protection Cluster were from
Mocimboa da Praia. They reported being in at least two centers in Tanzania.
Issues of ill treatment, lack of food and water while detained. We are
working on the report to release very soon.
Rainy season: the rainy season has started and therefore the Protection
Cluster is starting to look closely at this.
Case management: Yesterday we had our second Case Management task
§
team meeting, where we discussed capacity building plan for the actors,
case prioritization, referral services and SOP linking to the government
protocols.
Joint Missions: CP participated last week to a weeklong joint mission, led by
OCHA to evaluate the need of IDPs in hard to reach areas. CP participated in
a UNICEF lead Joint mission in Palma, where we were able to speak to the
few remaining government officials and some IDPs – the situation there is
generally alarming with some graves violations of child rights reported, IDPs
are still waiting for distribution of food and NFI, though most of the supplies
are now reviewed.
The government have received and signed of the newly protocol to reopen
the Child Friendly spaces – partners are advised to open/re-open following
these protocol.
Cabo Delgado: GBV Coordination Meeting happened yesterday with the
purpose to reupdate the GBV Service Mapping in the resettlement sites.
Therefore, GBV AoR is planning to organize a thematic meeting to update the
referral pathways. In January, we will do a Referral Pathway workshop. Key
actors will be elaborating their key referral pathway per site. We also
discussed the inclusion of Linha Verde to have it in this workshop to
understand better what could be their role in GBV. Today, there will be a
training on data training. In January, we will present the final report, a GBV
Rapid Assessment that we will be doing.
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§

5. WG for PWD updates

6. Update on Kampala
Convention and Key
Messages on Relocation
7. Presentation of
Importance of 5W
8. Presentation by Linha
Verde
9. Presentation by
Translators Without Borders
10. AOB

§

Women Friendly Spaces: four permanent WFS were completed. One in
Galane, one in Tokota, one in Maruba, one in Chiure. By FDC (UNFPA’s
implementing partner). If you are interested in knowing where they are, we
can identify them for you.
Last week: the Disability WG, AIFO and UNICEF initiated a project in Cabo §
Delgado worked on the kick off of this project. In brief: the aim is to
strengthen the inclusion approach of protection actors in Cabo Delgado. This
also sets up the basis for setting up a Disability Working Group in Cabo
Delgado. Part of this process will be building the capacity of FAMOD. There
is a representation of FAMOD in Cabo Delgado. FAMOD is present in different
districts in Cabo Delgado. Including in Resettlement sites, therefore there will
be a strengthening of FAMOD in Cabo Delgado. Next month, a new mission
will go to Cabo Delgado to proceed to strengthening FAMOD there.
● Presentation attached to these minutes.
§
● For any questions, please contact: Hugo Reichenberger,
reichenb@unhcr.org
● Presentation attached to these minutes.
● For any questions, please contact: Michael Pearson,
mpearson@unicef.org
● Presentation attached to these minutes.
● For any questions, please contact: Elda DEAVELAR
elda.deavelar@wfp.org
● Presentation attached to these minutes.
● For any questions, please contact: Alice Castillejo
lanoi@translatorswithoutborders.org
● Key Messages on Relocation: seeing the challenging protection
situation with relocations in Cabo Delgado, the Protection Cluster has
initiated a Key Messages – which will be further discussed in the coming
week.

Review of the
Relocation Key
Messages.
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